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We at the Ramaiah College of Arts, Science and Commerce encourage and empower our 
students to be learners for life, think critically and be prolic members in this ever changing 
global environment. We do our best to train our students to make use of all their knowledge 
and skills that they have acquired during their learning process and be a responsible and self-
reliant citizen.

It gives me great pleasure to know that here is yet another opportunity to meet all our Alumni 
who are here for their reunion with their old friends. This is the college where you have 
graduated. This Alumni Meet serves as a reason for all of you to reconnect with each other and 
also with your Alma Mater.

We are into our silver Jubilee Year, and it would have been highly impossible without your 
participation and contribution, for the institution to reach such great heights. We are 
enthusiastically waiting for your contribution to this institution.  We would be happy if you can 
share your knowledge or your expertise with our students, thus contributing to build the future 
of our country.

Looking forward to meet you all….

From the Principal' Desk
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From the Convenor's Desk

Yet again we meet, on this Second Saturday of March, to go down the memory lane and relive 
thall our memories. Yes friends, it's our 10  annual Alumni Meet and I am extremely happy to 

bring out this newsletter again.  This serves as a platform to all our alumni to express their 
views and exhibit their creative writing talent.  Though we hardly received any articles, when 
taken into account the number of alumni we have since twenty ve years, we managed to make 
the best out of whatever we received.

Friends we are in our Silver jubilee year.  We are eager to involve our alumni, who are part of our 
Journey through these twenty ve years, in our Silver Jubilee Activities.  I request all the 
alumni who are zealous and keen to participate in our activities, to intimate us the event you 
would like to be part of, and your convenient time.  We would denitely like to organise a few 
events exclusively for you. Your views and suggestions are always welcome. You may contact 
the respective Heads of Departments or any of the faculty members you are in touch with.  You 
may even  contact  me at  the  number  g iven  below.  9880614575.  Mai l  id . 
padma_eng@msrcasc.edu.in

I am grateful to the support and encouragement received from the management, Principal and 
other members of teaching fraternity. 

Dr. Lakshmi Pathi Naidu
Dr. Sneha Latha

Mrs. A. Suma 
Mrs.a Aditi A Rao

Alumni Committee.
Dr.  Padmalochana R.

Convenor, 

Mrs. Sohini Gupta
Mrs. Pratibha . S

Mr. Shekar K

English Department
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DEPARTMENT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY& GENETICS
The department organized a guest lecture on “Growing Career Avenues in Clinical 

thresearch Industry” for the IV sem. M.Sc. students on 20  August 2018 at BBA Seminar Hall. 
The talk was delivered by Mr. Chary V, Corporate Interface Manager, CLINI INDIA, 
Bengaluru. The students learnt about concepts of Clinical research and the career 
opportunities in the clinical industry.

Dr. Chary V delivering the lecture Principal Dr. A Nagarathna handing the memento to 
Mr. Chary V

The department organized an Industrial training programme on “Mammalian Cell 
rd thCulture” from 3  September to 7  September 2018 at Genelon Institute of Life Science 

Pvt. Ltd. Yelahanka, Bengaluru, for the students of III semester M.Sc. Biotechnology. The 
students were trained in the basics of animal cell culture procedures and cytotoxic assays. 
They gained the skills to be employable in the industries and experience for their future 
research and academics. 

III Sem. M.Sc. Biotechnology students at 
Genelon Institute of Life Science Pvt. Ltd. Yelahanka,

III Sem. M.Sc. Biotechnology students viewing the mammalian cells on the display screen at 
Genelon Institute of Life Science Pvt. Ltd. Yelahanka,
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The department organized a guest lecture on "Current Trends & Career Prospects in 
Genomics" delivered by  Dr. Anupam J Das, Founder & CEO, MolSys Pvt. Ltd., 

thBengaluru, on Friday 5  October 2018 at BBA Seminar Hall.  The talk was organized 
for the PG students and they learnt about the career prospects in the field of 
genomics.

Dr. Anupam J Das, delivering the lecture

The department organized a guest lecture on  "Big Lessons from Tiny Worms"
delivered by Dr. Nagagireesh Bojanala, Dean of Sciences & Head of Research, 

thRCASC, Bengaluru, on Wednesday 19  September 2018 at BBA Seminar Hall.  The 
post Graduate life science students participated in the Seminar.

Dr. Nagagireesh Bojanala delivering the talk
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The department organized a industrial/ research institutional visit as per the syllabi of the 
rdBangalore University for the III Sem. M.Sc. Biotechnology students for nine days from 23  

stSeptember to 01  October 2018 to Pune, Goa and Udupi. The students learnt the recent 

trends in research and industry. They got a chance to see learn the various instruments and 

the job opportunity in industry and institutes.

Students at Central Coastal Research Agricultural Institute, Goa.

Students at Agharkar Research Institute, Pune, Maharashtra 

Students at National Institute of Oceanography, Goa.
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Students at Mapro Food Industry, Mahabaleshwar, Maharashtra.

The department organized a guest lecture on Career Pathways in Life Sciences from Class "

Room to Job Desk” delivered by Dr. Debasish Kar, Faculty of Life & Allied Health Sciences, 
thRUAS, Bengaluru on Wednesday 28  November 2018 at BBA Seminar Hall.  The Post 

graduate life science students participated in the seminar and learnt about the various 

exams the students can take and the various opportunities after the PG course in the field 

of research and industry.

Dr. Debasish Kar delivering the lecture
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Department of Humanities organised a lecture on Suicide prevention

Department of Humanities 

Students visited Cadabam's a rehabilitation centre for 
substance abuse

Organised a Career Guidance program
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Activities conducted by Department of Commerce
Extension Activity

rdOn 23  February students and Faculty of Department of Commerce visited an orphanage 

and served them good food
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The poor children wer given clothes, Books and other essential material for 
them to pursue education

Department 
Conducted Orientation Program on Career Opportunities

Valued Added programs organised bythe Department of Commerce

Department of Bio Technology
Organised

A work Shop on Mushroom Culture Students attending the Workshop
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Department of Management (MBA) 
organised a one day symposium

Department of management (MBA)
Celebrated Gandhi Jayanti

Department of management (MBA)
Celebrated Kannada Rajyotsava

Inter class Competitions organised by MBA
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Golden Days at Ramaiah Arts Science and Commerce.
One of the most interesting stages in life that gives you an opportunity to explore is the 'college phase.' Life at 

college is the time when the teenage ends and we all dive deep into the ocean of new beginnings and possibilities. 

This golden period better equips you for all the challenges you'll face in life and creates a strong foundation of 

knowledge.

My experience at Ramaiah College has taught me one fundamental thing – life is unpredictable. It might be good, it 

might be bad, it might be weird, and it might not interest you, but expect anything to happen. For example, you 

might have a wonderful job this moment, and be red the very next moment. College life prepares you for all of 

this. It is a perfect blend of joy and hardships. You meet different people, you interact with them, you learn about 

their cultures and grow as a person. You will understand how to talk to different people, how to judge their 

behaviour, thus helping you with important life skills. 

You learn to sit through a boring lecture; you try to cope up with the surprisingly strenuous syllabus, and you have 

the opportunity to learn from some great research minds. Academia, as they say, never lets you go free. People 

might try to motivate you by telling that you need to study only through your school years and chill during the 

college life, but that isn't true.

Another life lesson you will remember – the learning never ends. You nd campus groups or student groups 

where you can explore your co-curricular skills along with many other students like you. You share common 

interests, and thus you share common ideas. Trust me, once you get into a good college, you will get an 

opportunity to be the artist you always wanted to be through probably a ne arts campus group. You could be that 

director, you could be that vocalist, you could be the dancer of your dreams – college is the Santa Claus that keeps 

on giving all these wonderful opportunities while you're in it. There are also campus festivals, which draw a lot of 

fun crowd from other colleges and let you show off your skills. You could also enjoy with the celebrities who are 

invited to perform, or even show off your technical prowess in a tech festival.

The life at college is a time when you can decide your career. It's a time of dreams and innumerable paths. You can 

work for a non-prot organization and even gain the satisfaction of being a humanitarian. The point is that you are 

free to try out these new things and no one is going to forcefully control the decisions you make. Every nook and 

corner of the college you'd nd a peaceful spot full of natural surroundings, who's value you will only realize once 

you graduate from your campus. You will always remember the early morning fog, your hostel's adorable “puppy” 

or even your grumpy stationery shopkeeper.

So, remember that there will be moments that carry a lot of sentimental value and you can't help but miss those 

years later. The friendships you make in college life is the most important aspect. These people will give you 

strength and be your knights in shining armour all your life. The time you spend with your friends, playing Maa, 

Poker, or arguing about any random topic, your regular lecture “bunking” to watch a new release of your favourite 

star, will always stay in your heart. Planning road trips, occasional adventure surges, and impulsive journeys—all 

these things make you more emotional when you bid adieu to the institution.

So, one ne day when you see pictures from the college of you and your friends having a good 
time, you'll denitely land up smiling silently. That's the beauty of college life. It stays with you 
long after you've climbed those ladders of success and forgotten the name of that cute crush 
you used to drool over

By
Gauthamshanthakumar
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My experience in Ramaiah
Many people get asked different variations of the same question: “What has been your best experience in 
your college?” And even at that age, there are many joyful moments to consider-birthday parties, trips to 
the local amusement park, and bike riding. But often, it is not until your adult life that you go through most 
valuable events in our life. Personally though, I consider my time in college as my most valuable 
experience.

College is great for getting to know all types of people. When I become friends with other types of 
students, I actually learn a lot more about myself in the process. Additionally, I may have a lot more in 
common than I think.

First, my experience in college has given me a chance to sharpen my skills in my eld of choice. There 
have been, and there will continue to be, many opportunities to learn more ways of improving my 
knowledge which I am truly thankful for. Because of this, I realized I still had a lot to learn despite what I 
thought; but this allows me to improve my skills more as I continue to attend school and also gives me 
more condence in my area. And as a result, I know one day this valuable experience will help me in my 
search for another one-a rewarding career.

Believe it or not, lecturers are pretty cool people. They're smart, often experts in their elds and are 
willing to share all of that information with students. Additionally, a lot of lecturers have interesting 
things they are working on that pertains to their study.

In summary, my time in college has enriched my life in many ways. It has provided me with the necessary 
tools to enhance my skills more, taught me valuable knowledge about this diverse world and people and 
concepts in general and eventually will enable me to hopefully become more successful in life when I 
nally graduate and get my degree. It also has stressed to me the importance of thinking critically and 
asking questions in many situations. All these aspects of college have also made me more well-rounded 
as a person.

By 
Kare Ramakrishna

ADIEU
Feeling nostalgic as I remember the rst day of my college. I felt a bit uneasy, scared and nervous as it 
was a new place, new environment with no familiar people. Yet, somewhere in the heart I was happy and 
proud for this new beginning in life. How fast these three years passed by, it just feels yesterday that I was 
new to this place, and now I am surrounded by most amazing and wonderful people. Never in my dreams I 
had imagined that I would meet such good friends despite of language and culture differences. Shruthi, 
Salma and Arbiya thank you for being a true friend, for being there through my thick and thin, for 
tolerating me and my stupid jokes. I can't even imagine how boring my college life would be without you 
people. 

My special gratitude to my teachers for constantly supporting me, believing in me and pushing me 
forward toward my goals. Thank you for all the valuable lessons which has helped me to become a better 
person. These three years has been a roller coaster ride but in the end it was all worth it. Life is full of 
memories; pleasant and unpleasant. Some of the memories are forgotten easily. But, there are some 
memories in our life which are always memorable as well as unforgettable. Some moments of life always 
glitter with unforgettable memories. They are ever green in mind. “Memories are the treasury and 
guardian of all the things.” I will always cherish the moments and time spent in college. I cannot imagine 
how much I have changed with the time spent in college. Three years and I stand out as a completely 
different person today. First day in college and the last day in college are very important in one's life.
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 Wishing you all much joy and success as you begin a new chapter in your life. Our memories of yesterday 
will last a lifetime. We will take the best, forget the rest, and someday will nd that these are the best of 
time.

                                                                                                                            Prava Subedi
BBA

My College Experience
Throughout my lifetime “college is the best experience of my life.”  I use to try and imagine what my rst 
semester was going to be like based on what I had heard people talk about in the past. After my rst 
semester at Ramaiah I realized that I couldn't fully understand what college was like until I experienced it 
for myself. My rst couple of weeks at Ramaiah was rough and really tested my strength (mental and 
physical). I faced challenges and obstacles that I had never heard about in those past college experience 
conversations.

I can remember missing classes' attendance. In high school the teacher would constantly remind the 
students when certain assignments were due, but this was not the case in college. I learned that the hard 
way my rst semester. Sometimes I forgot to turn in an assignment because I didn't properly read my 
syllabus. These were all new problems that could have easily let escalate without taking the proper 
actions. For the most part I was doing fairly well but a few of my grades began to plummet. I was losing 
the condence in myself and started to wonder if going to college had been the best decision. The time 
had come for me to grow up and become an adult even I didn't feel the time was right. These factors were 
the eventually led to drastic improvement and success. After my rst semester I learned how better 
manage my time, take advantage of campus resources and also how to organize myself better. These 
struggles also taught me that sometimes I try and rush through things instead of taking my time. I 
realized that one of my strong points is being able to really do well when my back is against the wall. 
Although I was unhappy while facing obstacles I am happy I experienced them. I had a good circle of 
friends without whom I would have never survived in Ramaiah. I thank all my faculty and friends who have 
been throughout these journey and guided me in a right way.

Thank you 
Ikitha.T.S.

My Views on the place where I studied
Colleges usually mean educational institutions, but they actually are places where you nd your passion, 
identify what you are best at and help you understand yourself better. They are the places where a mere 
kid transforms himself into mature individual.

The beauty of the BBA department is, it treats students like kids so, I'd say I've seen a parent-children 
bond more than typical student-teacher bond. The department exactly knows how and where to pin 
down students with stringent rules while giving them freedom and relief from few unnecessary ones. Mr. 
Lakshmipathi Naidu (HOD),  is one of the strongest men and great lead of the department. He keeps 
reminding about, how one shouldn't leave focus on things, how much ever busy they are. Of course his job 
keeps him occupied but he never fails to keep an eye on students, by saying students I mean each and 
every student. Mr. Nishanth Patil, He exactly knows how to befriend a student without giving them too 
much lenience. Mrs.Savitha.B.H, She is one of the sweetest beings of the department and is always there 
for her students in time of need. Mrs. Savitha.R, I know the beautiful heart of her thinking about bringing 
the best in every student, behind her strict behavior. Mrs.Prarthan, She is the coolest and one of the most 
friendly people. She is very hard on herself when it comes to teaching and making students learn. 
Mrs.Rekha, she might seem a little unsparing and stern but all she wants is the best for her
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students and is always there to guide and improve students. Mrs.Supriya, utmost patient human being, I 
know for a fact that she'd never think twice about walking an extra mile for her students to learn each and 
everything they need to. Ms. Navya Bhanu, was very friendly, extremely into the concept of giving the best 
to the students at any cost. Miss. Harshini, exceptionally companionable, she has a special place in 
understanding students and knows how to exactly prefect.

I'm glad I'm given the opportunity to express my views and experiences. I will always be thankful to this 
college, my department and each and everyone who is a part of my journey in this college.

Thank you.

Sahithi Reddy, BBA

Does she need our protection
Have we right to protect? Or
Are we the ones who must change?
Protected from the evils of the society and
Prevented from nding happiness, she
Yearns to be free.

What was she destined to?  Was it' 
Only to be protected and
Meant too be hidden in the shadows? Her
Entire life, she spends caring and
Nurturing her treasures.
She might be weak but strength is not all 
This world needs.

Does she really need to protedted? Or
Are we the ones who ought to change?
Yet we do what we think is right.

Balaji
BA

MY JOURNEY WITH RAMAIAH
 College life is a part of my life which relives in my memories till my breath, I don't remember days I 
remember moments. Especially RAMAIAH College which sculpted me in a prosperous way, my college is 
a renowned institution in Bangalore and the main thing I should not forget in my life time are my lecturers, 
if college is so well and effective it's all because of my lecturers without them nothing was possible for 
me as they supported me, thought me the right things, encouraged me, in need they were with me and 
they are the best teachers in my life. HOD Sir awesome, ultimate, unique and father like supporting 
attitude which I liked the most. I 'am so blessed to have you people in my life. My college has all kind of 
facilities needed for a student like good infrastructure, library, computer labs, good environment and 
ambiance. There are so many activities conducted like cultural, sports and educational events which is of 
great platform for the students to showcase their talents. I should have to tell this I had won rst prize in 
rangoli competition and have got many certications during my life with this college it is all because of 
my lecturers, friends and family. College is quite strict and free only for certain things, here again tells the 
high quality of molding students in good manner. We also experienced entertainment from our college 
as they had conducted trips and industrial trips were we  had knowledge and entertainment at one slot. 
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Finally to tell my college was and is always a sacred place for me as it did not give only education but also 
has given lot of things which cannot be told in words, one thing can be said that if we do right things and 
take things in a positive way we will get good things and positive awards for this I have an example as my 
college was coming to an end we had graduation day which is the most awaited day for every student and 
I was surprised with “The Best Outgoing Student” of my batch this was so surprised and I felt so happy 
and proud that day if I had an opportunity I would have awarded all my lecturers, friends and my family for 
this to happen in my life. They are such a blessed and well-wishers of my life whatever I have done is 
secondary but what I did was recognized for this I” am so thank full to all my lovely lecturers, friends for 
so many memories to spend rest of my life with and my family as my back support. 
So from this nally I would say that I will miss my college and it will be alive forever and ever in my 
memory. I would thank each and every one from this college who are directly and indirectly part for this 
journey in this institution and supported us for this wonderful experience. I would also thank everyone on 
behalf of my friends and family, this will never end. THANK YOU RAMAIAH. 

From,
Shruthi L. 

BBA Final Year

Nostalgia
I still remember the date when I attended my rst bridge course class of one of the renowned college of 
Bangalore, my college, popularly known as M.S.Ramaiah college of arts science and commerce. Well it 

thwas the beginning of the month July 2015. I nished my 12  from west Bengal and suddenly made my 
mind and took admission in Ramaiah college for pursuing BBA. Everyone in my family was worried about 
me because they wondered how will I survive in this big city that too totally alone, will I be able to make 
any friends, will I be able to live by having the food available in my hostel….all these questions and many 
other ooded their mind. Then my struggle to survive in the college begun. Well I must say this, from the 
very rst day I met few people who made me feel so comfortable and that gave a kick start to my journey. 

I had a very enthusiastic group of faculty members who didn't just imparted knowledge and helped us in 
every way they could but also became very good friends with us. They are not the group of persons who 
only wanted us to score good, they wanted us to enjoy our college life but at the same time they taught us 
that we should have a balance in our life. 

Being a Bengali girl I always wanted to be home during our biggest festival Durga Puja and I am very 
grateful to my HOD and other faculty members who always understood me and gave me permission to 
visit my home town. Actually I was searching an opportunity to address this because I really am grateful 
to them for allowing me every year. 

Our faculty members actually acted like a protective shield around us, always trying to protect us from 
every minor to major problems. So slowly and steadily they somehow became such a person with whom 
we can feel free to share our problems and we had this strong belief that they are gonna solve our 
problem and much expectedly they did. In short they became our support system in the college. They 
tried their level best so that we don't feel we are outsiders here.

Now coming to those who are the biggest pillar or the reason that I could survive here. They are 
commonly known as FRIENDS. But after staying away from home and family I understood some of these 
friends are also called as family. Without these creatures no one can imagine how their college life would 
be. 

There are no rules for selecting them. Friendship doesn't need clarication about caste, creed, religion, 
place of belonging etc. very unexpectedly we meet and somehow end up having a strong a strong bond 
among us. 
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I am blessed to have such human in my life. I met them here and as I have said earlier I do have strong 
bond with them. Other than the conventional denition that a friend is one who is your well wisher and 
who helps you when need them I got to know that they are the person who will never let you feel alone, 
they will help you even when you don't need them, they will always pull your leg and insults you but they 
can't tolerate the fact that someone else is putting you down, they are the person who will always guide 
you to do the right thing but wont practice the same in their life..jokes apart I have met few people here 
with whom even if I don't contact on a daily basis in future I know they will still be there me. They are the 
group of person with whom I can totally be myself.

New place, new people, new culture, all these thoughts were way out of my imagination but it is the 
present scenario of my life. And very surprisingly I am loving this phase of my life.

All these wouldn't have been possible without the decision of getting out of home getting admitted in this 
college. This college life has taught me a lot of things, few are- how to survive in new place, how to mix up 
with new people, how to adjust in any given situation and most importantly how to at least try to led a 
balanced life.

I will miss everything about this college- our cultural functions, our industrial tours, hanging out late in 
college even after our classes are over etc. 

Lastly the vote of thanks to everyone who has given me such precious moments which I know I will 
cherish and share till the day I am capable of remembering things. Thank you to all my faculty members, 
to all my friends and to all those unaddressed persons who knowingly or unknowingly is a part of my 
college life has made my college life immortal for me.  

                                                                                                Sherya Ghosh
                                                                                             BBA, VI Sem (section-B)

WHERE THERE IS A WILL THERE IS A WAY
Many of you might have heard about a famous proverb "WHERE THERE IS A WILL THERE IS A WAY " but 
wait.....Believe me this is just not a proverb if u will apply this in your real life u can shine like stars, He is 
what I experienced. Generally, All of us have a goal in life which we work to achieve; However, the nal 
goal is achieved only by the people who have strong will power and work hard with complete dedication. 
Will power is necessary to create a way of surety of getting goal in life. Most of us do not succeed in life as 
they don't have strong determination and will towards achieving the goal.

                     I was appointed as Specialist in Via.com but I was not very happy with my role and 
responsibilities because I was well aware about my skills .My will was to handle a team and be a leader so 
I started nding ways for this rather than pretending that it is impossible . I started mingling with my 
senior manager and VP, They had a strong belief in me so they gave me a project and made me owner of 
that project …… with my strong determination and god grace I completed that project successfully and 
now I am handling one more project along with 10 members, guiding them as leader, which makes me 
happy. This incident made me more strong and taught me that "WHERE THERE IS A WILL THERE IS A 
WAY "

I want to conclude here, but please remember one thing always in your life that Each one of us has the 
potential to do things we dream of. We just have to make a beginning with all the true and consistent 
efforts and we will discover that everything will fall in its right place. We must try and strive for 
something only then we will succeed in achieving out goals.
Thank for Reading…

Lakshman Kumar Sinha, 
Designation : Senior E - Commerce Specialist At Via.Com

Master Of Business Administration, MSRCASC Batch No. 2012 To 2014                                                                                         
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Pillars of Datacorp Award for Best Performance
“A creative man is motivated by the desire to achieve, not by the desire to beat others.”
Name:- Biswajit Palit
Age:- 27
College:  MSRCASC
Course:  MBA(Marketing & Finance)
Batch:  2013-2015
Company:  Datacorp Trafc Pvt Ltd.
Designation: Project Manager (Zonal)
Service Year: 2015 to till Today

Achievements:- 
1) Awarded as the Upcoming star of DataCorp in the year of 2016 for the best performance for the 
respective year. Award winner should perform excellent in a short period of time to achieve this 
award. 
2) Awarded as the Pillars of DataCorp in the year of 2019. This is a Very respectful and Top-End kind 
of award from the organization. To hold this, 360  Excellence is required to achieve this award. As °
the Name of the award says “Pillars” It means that the award winner acts as important pillar of the 
organization.

Sketch by Vikas Singh
College: RCASC, MBA Department
Batch: 2013-2015

My Memories
One of the most interesting stages in Life that gives us an opportunity to explore is the 'College Phase'. 

My entry into 'Ramaiah College' was an important event in my Life. I felt very much excited on the very 

rst day. This Golden period at my college, better equipped me for all the challenges I'll have to face in life 

and created a strong foundation of knowledge. My college days are unforgettable & it was a time of 

dreams and innumerable paths.

The best thing about the college was my dear Lecturers & Friends.

My heartfelt Thanks to my Lecturers for being such an inspiration to Me! I found Guidance, Discipline, 

Friendship and Care in our Lecturers. Tons of  Thanks to such wonderful Teachers.

My Friends at college became my Family. They were always there during my Sorrows & Happiness. 3 

years of degree life gave me Best Friends for Life time.

One ne day when I see the pictures captured during my College Life I will denitely land up smiling 

silently. That's the beauty of college life.  It stays with us long after we have climbed those ladders of 

success.

 GONNA MISS YOU ALL 
Lasya.S.V  (BBA)
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 Most glorious phase of college life
My experience at RCASC has taught me one fundamental thing – life is unpredictable. It might be god, it 
might be bad, it might be weird, and it might not interest you, but expect anything to happen. For example, 
you might have a wonderful job this moment, and be red the very next moment. College life prepares 
you for all of this. It is a perfect blend of joy and hardships. You meet different people, you interact with 
them, and you learn about their cultures and grow as a person

 Trust me, once you get into a good college, you will get an opportunity to be the artist you always wanted 
to be through probably a ne arts campus group. You could be that director, you could be that vocalist, 
you could be the dancer of your dreams – college is the Santa Claus that keeps on giving all these 
wonderful opportunities while you're in it. There are also campus festivals, which draw a lot of fun crowd 
from other colleges and let you show off your skills. You could also enjoy with the celebrities who are 
invited to perform, or even show off your technical prowess in a tech festival.

So, remember that there will be moments that carry a lot of sentimental value and you can't help but 
miss those years later. The friendships you make in college life is the most important aspect. These 
people will give you strength and be your knights in shining armor all your life. Planning road trips, 
occasional adventure surges, and impulsive journeys—all these things make you more emotional when 
you bid adieu to the institution. So, one ne day when you see pictures from the college of you and your 
friends having a good time, you'll denitely land up smiling silently. That's the beauty of college life. It 
stays with you long after you've climbed those ladders of success and forgotten the name of that cute 
crush you used to drool over.

DEVARAPALLI SHARATH REDDY

Life at college: The most glorious phase of one's life
Remember – the learning never ends. You nd campus groups or student groups where you can explore 

your co-curricular skills along with many other students like you. You share common interests, and thus 

you share common ideas. There are also campus festivals, which draw a lot of fun crowd from other 

colleges and let you show off your skills. You could also enjoy with the celebrities who are invited to the 

college on various occasions, The point is that you are free to try out these new things and no one is going 

to forcefully control the decisions you make. Every nook and corner of the college you'd nd a peaceful 

spot full of natural surroundings, who's value you will only realize once you graduate from your campus. 

So, remember that there will be moments that carry a lot of sentimental value and you can't help but 

miss those years later. The friendships you make in college life is the most important aspect. These 

people will give you strength and be your knights in shining armor all your life. The time you spend with 

your friends, playing Maa, Poker, or arguing about any random topic, your regular lecture “bunking” to 

watch a new release of your favorite star, will always stay in your heart. Planning road trips, occasional 

adventure surges, and impulsive journeys—all these things make you more emotional when you bid adieu 

to the institution. That's the beauty of college life. It stays with you long after you've climbed those 

ladders of success and forgotten the name of that cute crush you used to drool over.
C. R. ARAVIND 
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MY EXPERIENCE OF COLLEGE LIFE
My entry into M S Ramaiah college, after I had completed my PU education (Deeksha College) was an 

important event in life. I was very excited on the rst day. I found that there is a great difference 
between PU and degree life. The world of the PU, school is narrow and limited. The world of Degree 

College is large. 

Most of the teachers in a college live in the world of ideas and books. We have students of all kinds in a 
college. They discuss the current affairs, art, cinema and sports. Some of them neglect text books but 
they do not miss the daily newspaper or the running commentary of a cricket match going in some part of 
the world. There is a lot of freedom in the college but in PU I was busy from the rst period to the last. I and 
my friends attend classes for three or four periods but effectively. 

Degree life has given a lot of awareness about life. I have also got good grounding in management. The 
fests conducted in Ramaiah college were good and we experienced and learnt has well. We even won 
many prizes in the college and these fests helped us to know more about the management skills to be 
adapted in daily life. I like the college life for its freedom, intellectual awakening and its various academic 
and extracurricular activities. I think that even after completing my education, I shall never forget the 
happy days I spent in the Ramaiah college.I would like to thank all my lecturers for their great support and 
motivation at times. Thanks to one and all for being with us for these 3 years.

Chandana G

BBA

Success is a Duty
Business has always been a persuasion towards fullling goals and this has motivated immensely for 
further raising my targets.

Currently I am running an HP Gas Agency in Virajpet, Coorg District, Karnataka and also a partner in V P 
Roof Industries which deals with manufacturing of Roong Sheets. My newest venture is in the Hotel 
Industry and the upcoming Resort is scheduled to launch in December 2019.

The Specialisation which I opted was in Finance and Marketing during my MBA tenure as I was mainly 
interested in this eld of work. The results were also favourable to me as I passed every semester in 
Distinction. The college even honoured me as the Best Outgoing Student Award which according to me is 
the biggest achievement till date.

Hardwork really pays off and I always carry a moto “Success is a Duty” which is the greatest motivation 
for me in achieving the desired goals.

 Vishnu P
MBA 2016-2018
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